
COLORS &
EMOTIONS
Often times, people keep their true feelings and 
emotions to themselves, but what if there were a 
way to break down these personal barriers?

Colors & Emotions is a gallery-setting interactive 
art installation that projects museum goers’ moods 
and emotions onto the wall through the use of 
wristbands that monitor heart-rate, translating 
the viewer’s physical and mental state into a visual 
display of related colors.



PHASE 1: 
DEFINE
The aim of Colors & Emotions is to increase the 
level of emotional communication between a group 
of people that are present in a single, public room.

With a target audience of regular museum 
members, Colors & Emotions would be a special 
event in which each participant is given a heart-
rate monitoring wristband, such as an Apple Watch, 
which determines a mood and dictates the visuals 
on screen, whether they be yellow for happiness, 
blue for sadness, or red for anger.



PHASE 2: 
SHAPE
The initial inspiration for Colors & Emotions was the 
concept of a mood ring - a ring that changes color 
based on the temperature of the wearer’s finger 
to a hue that, supposedly, corresponds with the 
wearer’s mood.

From a technical standpoint, the project was 
inspired by pplkpr, a mobile application that 
“monitors your physical and emotional response to 
the people around you” based on “measurements 
of heart rate variability” in which “subtle changes 
in heart rhythm signal changes in your emotional 
state” using a heart-rate wristband. 

Wristbands like these would be worn by the viewers 
of Colors & Emotions to collect and quantify their 
emotional data.



PHASE 3: 
MAKE
To start the prototyping process, I wanted to user 
test various color swatches in order to see which 
ones were the most visually effective as well as 
what general mood they each conveyed. This was a 
proof-of-concept prototype.

As expected, the responses were varied, as 
everyone’s interpretation of color is subjective, but 
when asked what they would change about the 
presented palette, the users suggested that I use 
colors with higher saturations or use a larger range 
of colors to pin down more moods and emotions. 

In actuality, I employed a more limited palette 
after the testing in order to eliminate the overlap 
between the moods that were hard to categorize 
underneath one color.



PHASE 3: 
MAKE
The visual prototypes for the project were three gifs  
that displayed the new color palette of the three 
primary colors, assigning red to anger, yellow to 
happiness, and blue to sadness.

The user described each gif in the collection as 
being completely different form one another. The 
yellow (fun, warm, bright, fresh, “digital world”), 
red (scary, sad, fast-paced, “crime scene”), and blue 
(relaxed, liquid, organic, slow, “watercolor”) were 
then judged from their “museum-like” qualities, 
with the blue feeling the most monumental.



QUESTIONS

When user testing, multiple concepts that were 
brought up as possible suggestions to enhance the 
experience, such as projecting the animations onto 
an object or a sculpture, playing with reflection, 
or to integrating the museum’s visitors’ photos 
into the work. Also, turning the visitors’ individual 
artworks into downloadable mobile and desktop 
backgrounds was discussed.

Would these extra aspects really immerse the 
museum members in the experience more fully? Or 
do they take away from the heart of the project?


